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Literature Learning and Teaching?

\/)\\ the phrase "language learning and teaching" is a
perfectly idiomatic expression in contemporary pedagogical
circles, the phrase "literature learning and teaching" seems

somehow awkward and hollow. Few published research studies exist

, on the act of foreign-language literature learning (Bernhardt 1990; Chi

1995; Fecteau 1999; Tian 1991) in contrast to the thousands of empir-

ical contributions regarding the learning of second languages. By the

: same token, few empirical contributions on foreign-language litera-

ture teaching exist (Tian 1991). In fact, Marshall (2000b) notes: "We

have had virtually no systematic studies of how literature teaching at
the university proceeds" (p. 396). Admittedly, there are a number of

,
technique-oriented books, such as Literature and Language Teaching

(Brumfit and Carter 1986); Teaching Literature (Carter and Long 1991);

and Literature in the Language Classroom: A Resource Book of Ideas

and Activities (Collie and Slater 1987). Of course, frequent discussions

of the role of literature in the contemporary foreign-language curricu-

lum (e.g., Kern 2000; Kramsch and Nolden 1994) are to be found.

These focus on the relationship between language and literaturcnot
on literature learning and teaching per se. Questions that would par-

allel the language learning and teaching base such as ones that probe

the development of an interpretive capacity in foreign-language liter-

ary interpretation; the mapping of improvement in learning; the valid

assessment of literary learning; or investigations of effective practice

within literature classrooms; are not actively presented in the research-

literature.
There are several bitter ironies here. In actuality, the most sub-

stantial portion of the postsecondary foreign-language curriculum is

taken up by literature learning and teaching. In parallel to other ele-

mentary versus more advanced educational settings, this curriculum
..) 195
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196 SLA and the Literature Classroom: Fostering Dialogues 94'

is focused on text or on content, not on students (Bernhardt 1995).
This text focus may, in part, explain the lack of research in the area.
The language curriculum has been profoundly influenced by research
on human language development and has, by and large, adapted its
curriculum accordingly; the literature curriculum, in contrast, re-
mains focused on texts as objects. Adding to the irony is that, in spite
of an interest in scholarship and research that breaks the literary
canon, an almost ritualistic pedagogical and curricular pattern seems
to be held firmly in place. Marshall (2000a) comments: "Years of anec-
dotal teacher reports suggest that the literature instruction teachers
receive in collegethe texts they are taught, the discussions that are
held, the writing that is assignedprofoundly affects the instruction
they provide when they begin teaching" (p. 396).

A final layer of irony restricting questions in, the area of literary
teaching is rooted in contemporary literary theory itself. Contempo-
rary literary theory resists the notion of guiding student readers or of
criticizing their interpretations. Reader response theory for example,
virtually guarantees that students cannot be "taught" in the conven-
tional sense. Affective response coupled with a relatively unbridled
process of relating texts to other texts shirks the notion of norms. Mar-
shall argues the point:

If texts are selected for instruction precisely because they may repre-
sent worlds, cultures, values, and beliefs that are significantlydifferent
from what students already know (as in much recent African Ameri-
can, Caribbean, Latino/a, and Asian American literature), then new
pedagogies seem called for. Teachers and students, in such a context,
cannot rely on a process of identification with characters or situations
(these characters are like me and therefore I can identify with them).
Instead, students must work through a more difficult and possibly
more austere relationship with the textand this will require a very
different kind of classroom practice (p. 397).

Marshall puts his finger precisely on the major issue in foreign-
language literature learning. Students are in a curriculum with which
they cannot, by definition, identifyif this were not the case it would
not be "foreign" to them. By their very nature, students in the foreign-
language literatures come to the task of reading foreign-language lit-

erary texts from knowledge bases that are incomplete, lopsided, and,
perhaps crassly stated, simply inaccurate. These knowledge bases are
incomplete, lopsided, and inaccurate linguistically/grammatically and
conceptually precisely because they are foreign. Yet, this linguistic and
conceptual foreignness gets read in instruction (by both professors
and by future professors or professors in training that is, graduate
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students) as the need for more grammar courses. Further, a subtext
about unsophisticated Americans who just do not know any better or
who do not care all that much about the Humanities is often at play
(13ernhardt 1995; Shumway 1995).

The question for this article becomes one of understanding what
research has to say about these issues and then of formulating a way
to integrate this research information into the professional prepara-
tion of graduate students who will become teachers of language and
literature in postsecondary institutions. The central thesis of this arti-
cle is the following: graduate students must learn that they are to teach
students not literature; they must understand the linguistic and con-
ceptual framework that individual students come with; and they must
learn to see that the acts of language and literature teaching are far more
alike than they are differenteach is an act of text construction and re-
construction based on the conceptualization of available linguistic and
cultural data.

What Research Says
The only substantial database to look toward regarding second-lan-
guage literary reading is the set of studies on reading comprehension
in a second language that place a particular emphasis on studies that
employ literary texts. Much research in second-language reading com-
prehension tries to probe, from the comprehender's point of view, the
nature of the knowledge structures that the nonnative actually needs
in order understand texts, but probably most crucially, literary texts,
in an authentic way. The first critical feature of the research base is
that the reader's current knowledge basemeaning the first-language
knowledge baseis a major contributing factor to the reconstruction of
a second-language text. There are several dimensions to this contribu-
tion. First, at the linguistic level, the more literate a reader is in the
first language, the higher a given second-language performance is
(Bernhardt and Kamil 1995; Brisbois 1995). In other words, the higher
any given literacy score (such as a Scholastic Aptitude Test [SAT] or a
Nelson Denney literacy test) in the native language, the greater the
probability of high second-language performance. About 20 percent of
any given second-language reading performance is related to first-
language ability (for a complete review, see Bernhardt 2000). In addi-
tion, this research indicates that grammatical ability matters: the
better second-language readers are in the second language, the better
their reading performance tends to be. While this finding might seem
to be incredibly obvious, grammatical ability accounts for only 30 per-
cent of second-language reading performance. On this note, the "more
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grammar courses" argument will account for and enhance only a third

of any given second-language performance.
The interaction of the first-language base with the second also

continues at the conceptual level: second-language learners are able to

retrieve the information from a second-language story that is compat-

ible with first-language cultural patterns, but may not be able to re-

trieve incompatible information (Steffensen, Joag-Dev, and Anderson

1979). In other words, readers read from their first-language concep-

tual base and understand what "makes sense to them." Undergraduate

readers have been known to read German literary pieces and to re-

spond with "This isn't like Lonesome Dove" or "This isn't the triumph

of man over nature as in American literature." Further, second-

language readers use the sociohistorical factual knowledge that they

have with second-language texts. At times, this is extremely helpful

(e.g., a Vietnam veteran being able to identify with the Trapnrnerliter-

atur of 1950s Germany). However, it can also be destructive (identify-

ing a married couple arguing over food as the late twentieth century

American obsession over dieting versus understanding it in the con-

text of war and starvation) (Bernhardt 1990). These examples are

not meant for comic relief. They are meant to illustrate the very real

cognitive consequences of reading literature in a second language.

Readers will use their knowledge base; that knowledge base does

not always match the knowledge base necessary for the understand-

ing of a particular text. This is a cognitive issue, not an ignorance

issue.
The second critical point from second-language literacy research

is that the knowledge base interacts with second-language linguistic abil-

ities. The interaction takes the form of knowledge being able to over-

ride linguistic deficiencies (meaning that readers with low-level

second-language skills can in some contexts exhibit high-level com-

prehension abilities), but also being able to denigrate or negate actual

language skills (meaning that readers with high-level language skills

can doubt their own abilities when the text does not match their

knowledge) (Bernhardt 1985).
As summary the act of reading in a second language is extremely

trickyit is even trickier with literary texts that are inherently am-

biguous, full of metaphor and intertextual relations to texts to which

the readers also have no access. This is not the trickiness of the dative

case or of appropriate pronunciation or even of capturing sociocul-

tural nuances of oral language. At most levels those are directly teach-

able "rules" from directly observable norms. It is critical that all who

teach have an appreciation of the complexity of understanding the

moving target of literature.
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Dilemmas of Graduate Student Pedagogical Preparation

The explosion of research and scholarship in the field of language

teaching and learning experienced over the past twenty years is stun-
ning, remarkable, and daunting. At one time, it may have been possi-

ble to boast that one had read everything there was to read in the field;

such a statement is no longer realistic. This explosion, of course, is a

great opportunity to understand more precisely the teaching/learning

process in second-languages and to develop new ways of bringing
learners to higher and more sophisticated levels of language knowl-

edge and use. The clear downside is, however, that the graduate cur-
riculum in language and literature departments has not expanded to
accommodate this volume of new knowledge. By and large, within.tra-
ditional language and literature departments, the applied linguistics.
contribution to the graduate curriculum is "the methods course"(i.e.,
a course on the learning and teaching of second languages that in-

cludes a discussion of second-language acquisition) which includes
practice of the instruction in the four skills, a section on tests and as-

sessment, and some version of field experienceeither microteaching

or field observation. The more modern the methods course, the less fo-

cused it is on methods and techniques, such as how to conduct a
rapid-fire pattern drill or how to present the passé compose, and the
more focused it is on linguistic development and learner performance.

A curricular structure based on an analysis of and a sensitivity
toward learner development and learner performance leaves little time

for a discussion of literature teaching. Another dimension to the

dilemmaa dimension far beyond sheer volume of material to be

practiced and masteredis the uneasy relationship between language
and literature teaching. It is indeed within the context of "the methods

course" that the (future) profession is socialized into the "lang-lit

split." In other. words, if the only teacher preparation available is lan-

guage teacher preparation a clear message is sent that language gets

taught, but the corollary collocation for literature remains awkward.

A further part of the message communicated within the structure of

the traditional methods course is that language and literature are
clearly separable units. As long as this message is sent from the outset

of the graduate student socialization process, the "lang-lit split" will

remain entrenched in graduate departments because those graduate

students are indeed professors in training.
This situation calls for an integration of perspectives. Students

need to be set on a path which enables them to think, first, about the

act of teaching and the process of learning. Only after beginning to

think about teaching and learning should they begin to think about

6
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the specific subsets of teaching and learning in which they will be en-
gaged throughout their professional lives: namely, language teaching,
language learning, literature teaching, and literature learning. The re-
mainder of this paper focuses specifically on the latter subsets, litera-
ture teaching and literature learning.

A Teaching Perspective

Graduate students must understand, first, that teachers teach and stu-
dents student. Through their vehicle of studenting, students learn. The
point is that there is only an indirect relationship (i.e., a mediated re-
lationship) between what the teacher does and student learning. Most
graduate students believe in a very direct relationship. Second, they
must understand that for young teachers, teaching is a performance
often guided by being "liked" and by the principle of being "survival
oriented and activity-driven." Most graduate students believe that
teaching is about them and the literary text; in other words, the text-
preservation agenda seems to be foremost for graduate students and
that undergraduate students just sort of happen to be there. Third,
graduate students generally believe that the undergraduate students
are like they are and that they are in the course to enhance their abil-
ity to analyze foreign-language literary texts. Graduate students must
come to understand that this does not seem to be the case. Rather, stu-
dents report that they are in undergraduate literature courses to en-
hance their foreign-language abilities and because they like the
storiesfor them it is not about literary analysis (Davis 1992; Davis,
Gorell, Kline and Hsieh 1992). Fourth, inexperienced teachers must
come to understand that instruction is guided by the context in which
the instructional performance takes placethat institutional norms
and resources play a crucial role in what can be accomplished in in-
struction (Bernhardt 1987). Graduate students generally think they
will simply employ the model that they have been exposed to at their
graduate institution to other institutions, a point documented by Mar-
shall (2000b). This could be a reason why the teaching evaluations for
young Assistant Professors suffer at the beginning stages of their ca-
reers. They are perhaps replicating their experience from their previ-
ous institution and that experience may simply be incompatible with
their new institutions. Finally, graduate student-learners must under-
stand that teachers are guided by belief systems and that their beliefs
about learninglanguage learning and literature learningwill guide
what happens in their classrooms. It is clear that learners (undergrad-
uates and graduates) will rely on their previous knowledge and cul-
turally determined beliefs. Hence, graduate methods courses must
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enable graduate students to reveal their folk wisdomabout teaching,
about learning, about the goals of instruction, about the ethical de-
mands of their jobs, and so forthand ask them to question that folk
wisdom in light of research-driven knowledge.

A Literature Learning Perspective
The next topic area that should be addressed is learning. Graduate stu-
dents in foreign-language dePartments should be made aware of the
generalizations in the research literature On hurnan learning; should be
asked to relate that literature to the language learning research litera:
ture to which they are exposed; and then should be given tasks to relate
that conceptualization of research to the act of literature learning and
teaching. From this conflation of knowledge bases, they can develop a"
literature learning perspective. The learning literature (not just lan-
guage learning, but learning in general) ean be synthesized under
seven rubrics (Karnil 1998, personal communication; Pressley and
McCormick 1995): time on task, appropriate feedback, prior knowledge,
situated learning, task difficulty, Multiple solutiOns, and release of control.

Time on task in learning is arguably the most crucial feature in
human learning. It refers to the total amount of time spent learning to
do a task; it also focuSes on the nature of the task. Exemplified simply,
the longer one spends practicing the task of piano playing; the higher
the probability of getting better at playing the piano, Further, lots Of
time, spent practicing the piano implies improvement at playing the
pianonot necessarily at playing the violin. To return to the matter at
hand,, time on task in literature learning means spending significant
amounts of time reading and interpreting literature. It does not mean
spending lots of time doing grammar exercises and then turning to
literature; it also does .not mean listening to someone else interpret lit-
erature. It; literally means, for students that if they are to become able
learners and readers of literatUre, they must spend significant time
doing whatever good readers of literature do.

A second dimension to human learning is receiving appropriate
feedback. Appropriate feedback means working with a knowledgeable
coach, tutor, or teacher who can make commentS specific to the task
at hand. Telling foreign-language students in literature classes that
their language is "not very good" and that they "should spend a
semester abroad" is vague and unhelpful criticism. Pressley and Mc-
Cormick (1995) note: "Feedback provides information about what has
been learned and what remains to be learned. The more that feedback
stimulates the learners to reflect on errant responses in comparison to
correct alternatives, the more likely it is to be effective" (p. 249).

8
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Appropriate feedback in the context of literature learning has to
focus on two primary dimensions. First, it refers to the nature and ap-
propriateness of the language used to express interpretive comments;
second, it focuses on interpretation itself. The former need is substan-
tially linguistic in nature. Either in oral or written texts, students' lan-
guage use needs to be monitored for its discourse features and levels
of sociolinguistic appropriateness. When the discourse structure is
wanting (either from the microgrammatical level or from the structure
of paragraphs), literature teachers must point out the areas that are in
need of work and practice and provide targeted opportunities for such
practice. Whether this means commentaries such as "I'll be looking in
your next paper/class presentation for a clearer and more refined use
of literary-analytic vocabulary. Please refer back to the article X that
we read in class and integrate some of the literary terms I called to
your attention there" or comments such as "I'd like you to replace the
words I've underlined in your draft with ones that we learned in X's ar-
ticle," the point is that literature learners are to understand that their
language use needs to become aligned with interpretive language. The
instructor is there to help the learner work on the development of that
language.

The greater challenge with respect to appropriate feedback is pro-
viding feedback regarding interpretation. How does a teacher tell a
student that he or she is off track in the interpretive process without
sounding too controlling? How does one tell a student that his or her
interpretation is too simplistic, too naive? Perhaps this is indeed
where the science of teaching gives way to its art. Extended individual
discussion with students to grasp how individual students problema-
tize or, perhaps, whether they can problematize is central to providing
them with constructive feedback that will make them better at under-
standing and interpreting literature. Bangert-Drowns, Kulik, Kulik,
and Morgan (1991) provide convincing evidence that having learners
examine their responses and comparing them with more reasonable
or appropriate responses is more effective than other types of feed-
back. Maintaining an archive of effective responses that students can
reference perhaps on a course website is a way of managing this type
of feedback in a nonthreatening way.

Prior knowledge is a third critical variable in the learning process.
Research indicates that learners will use the knowledge that they have
already acquired as a basis for interpreting and understanding the
new knowledge they are to acquire. In literature learning, this means
that learners will use their knowledge of American literature, for ex-
ample, to interpret Spanish or French literature and that they will use

9
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the interpretive skills that they have acquired in other educational
settings (such as twelfth-grade English) for their interpretive tasks.
There is much positive to be said about the store of knowledge that
learners bring to the foreign-language literature setting. It is not as if
they have never encountered difficult texts with multiple meanings.
Indeed, they have, and have practiced this kind of reading. That is,
they come to their foreign-language literature class with a set of useful
strategies. The question becomes whether these useful strategies are
the most appropriate.

The interpretation of a foreign-language literature from a native-
language literature can be relatively useful, but it is frequently inap-
propriate. As noted above, inappropriate interpretations are often
received in college foreign-language literature classes as moral failings
(i.e., not having enough cultural sophistication to get it "right"). In'
fact, research evidence indicates that when the knowledge base is off-
target or nonexistent, learners often resort to the overuse of strategies
(Pressley and McCormick 1995, p. 83). Bernhardt (1991) provides evi-
dence for this from her interviews with literature students. They admit
to not understanding many foreign-language texts, but readily ac-
knowledge that they have sufficient strategic knowledge to look up in-
terpretations in the secondary literature and to parrot them back in
order to prepare and complete classes and assignments. The point is
that the task of the literature instructor is to enable learners to acquire
the knowledge structures they need for authentic interpretation.

Research also indicates that for effective learning to occur, that
learning should be situated. In other words, learning should be rele-
vant to the task at hand, that is, it should be in a context in which per-
formance normally takes place. One can learn lots of techniques from
practice and can learn many strategies from books. But, to be a good
golfer, one must go out on the golf course. To be a good researcher, one
must conduct research. What does situated learning with respect to
literature look like? In its most fundamental sense, literature learning
is about interpretation. If students are not asked to interpret in some
authentic way, their learning will be of the most superficial kind.
Questions posed to students situate the learning. The vague assign-
ment of "Write a five-page reaction paper to the text" is nonsituated
and most probably a grammar and composition task in disguise.
When literary critics are asked to conduct a text analysis, their task is
not to complete a grammatically correct five-paragraph essay. Rather,
the task is to provide some novel insight into a particular text, refer-
ring to other texts to build an effective argument. Pressley and Mc-
Cormick (1995) note:

10
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The real challenge is to make schooling sufficiently like the real world,
so that reading, writing, and problem solving learned there are tied to
important real-world situations. Many believe school should be recon-
structed so that students serve as apprentices to people doing real
reading of real books, real writing for real purposes, and solving of real
problems (p. 182).

In other words, making the task match the real world task as closely
as possible will produce a higher level of learning in students. Contex-
tualizing an interpretation task by asking students to write a book
review; to follow the development of an essay that the instructor her-
self is composing; or to take on the personae of a "critic" are means of
situating the students' learning.

A fifth learning principle is the easy to hard principle. The ques-
tion here is how to define easy versus hard within a literature per-
spective. Historically, a rule of thumb has been to choose texts for
literature courses that are linguistically easy (i.e., subject-verb-object-
easy with lots of short words). But what of conceptual ease? For ex-
ample, a text with a plot, (i.e., a text where there are clear answers to
Who? What? Where? Why?, and How?) may lighten the learning
burden versus a text that is based on an internal monologue or one
that begins at the middle of a story with anaphoric and cataphoric ref-
erences. The structure of the literature curriculum is a key to unlock-
ing several dilemmas related to difficulty. If the literature curriculum
is indeed structured around an author, a theme, a genre, the text types
and structures themselves become more and more familiar and, there-
fore, easier. Random sets of short prose pieces from multiple authors,
multiple time periods, and diverse themes force students to begin
again with each new text rather than being able to build systematically
on what they know. The systematic build up of background knowledge
will contribute significantly to lightening the cognitive load.

Next, effective learning also appears to be a result of having the
learner perceive multiple solutions. In other words, in order to learn
something, a learner must try things out in different contexts. Within
a literature context, the tired essay form that is used to learn interpre-
tive skills in a foreign language might not be the only solution. Other
opportunities to use interpretive skills need to be provided. Dramatic
readings or the placing of narrative into a dialogue form and vice versa
may help learners to understand how to interpret and may provide in-
structors with knowledge about the interpretive directions and skills
of their learners.

A seventh principle is release of control. This means that the
learners must be given a chance to try literary interpretation in a

1 1
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foreign language on their own. In other words, a culminating task that
allows a learner to put everything together without too many guide-
lines for essays, too many restrictions, too much hovering feedback
and grammatical correction is required to insure appropriate learning.
Indeed, multiple drafts with lots of instructor feedback are important,
but at some point learners need to understand that they will be
responsible and on their own for an individual product ready for
scholarly assessment.

In summary, graduate students should come away from a discus-
sion of these principles with the following understandings. First,
learners will develop their interpretations within the context of the so-
ciocultural knowledge that they carry with them. This knowledge is
not necessarily appropriate or relevant. It is, however, all that they
generally have as an interpretive base. This is not a moral failing; it is'
a background knowledge issue. Second, learners' linguistic level will
influence their interpretation. Learners are not generic, but carry with
them semideveloped arsenals of word knowledge, syntax, and mor-
phology Third, learners' literacy level in their first language will also
influence their interpretations. Some learners will be better at analy-
sis than others. That is separate from their linguistic ability and sepa-
rate from their relevant or irrelevant sociocultural knowledge.
Literature instructors must learn to distinguish between "excellent
written French" and "excellent interpretive skills" and insure that they
are not blinded by linguistic acumen. Instructors will find excellent
language expressing trivial ideas and will find spotty language depict-
ing serious analysis on the part of their students; it is the instructor
who will have to make a judgment about which of these to value.

A Literature Teaching Perspective
Marshall (2000a) argues that any literature curriculum that focuses on
the Other calls for a new pedagogyone that enables learners to cope
with the "austere" relationship that they find in texts from cultures
other than their own. This perspective, wedded to notions of linguistic
and conCeptual development gleaned from the second-language ac-
quisition and human-learning literature, calls for a pedagogy that is
focused on reader conceptualization, how that conceptualization is
constructed and developed over time, and how it can be modified.

Student-readers are learners. This means that when they arrive in
their literature classrooms, they will rely on prior knowledge, will re-
spond to feedback, and will see to construct their understanding based
on the Classroom context in which they find themselves, and so forth.
The task of the foreign-language literature instructor is to uncover the

12
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conceptual representations of literary text that student-readers con-
struct. Further, after uncovering the representations, the task of the in-
structor is to realign the representations when they are inappropriate.
This task is much the same as the task of the language instructor who
must try to listen for and to understand how a student has conceptu-
alized a particular linguistic rule within automatic speech and who
must then try to set contexts for the correct use of the form.

Flow do these conceptualizations get uncovered in a literature
classroom? How can a literature instructor listen? A vehicle for un-
covering representations is recall in the native language and at higher
fluency levels, recall in the foreign language. The key point is that an
instructor must find a way to tap the individual student's conceptual-
ization of a literary text. There should be no interrupting questions, no
interfering interpretations on the part of the instructor. What is in the
text from the conceptualization of the individual reader must be the
pedagogical point of departure. Whether this uncovering process is
conducted in the classroom, retelling a story in writing, or by email,
the point is the students must be permitted to provide an individual in-
terpretation on which the literature instructor can base a subsequent
class hour. The point of departure must be what the student under-
stands is in the text, not what the teacher tells him or her it is about.

How does a literature instructor in training learn to listen to stu-
dents? The obvious answer is by listening to students in authentic
classroom settings. Yet, while the observation of literature teaching is
a possibility within graduate methods courses, it is difficult to arrange
literature teaching field experiencesfrequently because there are not
many literature classes taught at any given time in a language depart-
ment, and because professors often do not wish to relinquish class
hours to graduate students for practice teaching. Hence, simulation is
an efficient alternative. Graduate students can be given learner-gener-
ated conceptualizations of literary texts and be asked to then conduct
an analysis of these learner-generated texts using standard text-analy-
sis techniques. Below is an example of the written recall in English of
the German-language text from Franz Kafka, Vor dem Gesetz (1996).
The learner was asked to read the text in German and then to recall
the text in the language in which he or she felt most comfortable. The
student, a freshman with 30 weeks of German, recalled the following:

A doorman stands before" the entrance of his building. He wears a
warm fur coat, has a distinctive nose, and has a long black beard. A
man from the country (he seems like a country bumpkin) asks the
doorman if he can enter the building. The doorman will not let him

enter. A conversation ensues between the two and the bumpkin leaves.

13
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The man from the country travels a great deal and after some time, he
returns to the building. Meanwhile, the doorman had remained day in
and day, out at his mundane job. Another conversation ensues.

Generally, a set of recalls from individual students of a particular
literary text like the one above are given to each graduate student. (Re-
calls from five separate students are enough to simulate a class.) The
graduate student in the course is to imagine that each individual stu-
dent is in his or her literature class and is coming to the class having
read and understood the story in the manner exemplified by the re-
calls. The task for the graduate student is to look for and to diagnose
misunderstandings arising from cultural misconstructions, linguistic
deficiencies, or both. This exercise permits graduate students to use
the primary research tools that they have-literary skills-for text anal-.
ysis. After they complete this kind of analysis of student-generated
texts from multiple perspectives, graduate students are asked to
design lessons for the group of learners whose recalls they analyzed.
They are asked to answer the following question: Given what your stu-
dents believe about this text, how will you proceedin terms of socio-
cultural knowledge, in terms of linguistic knowledge, in terms of literary
analytic skillskeeping in mind what you know about human learning?

Implications
This approach to lesson planning for the literature classroom has
rarely if ever been discussed in the foreign-language research litera-
ture. Such an approach is, however, critical in bringing about pro-
grams that are consistent with the second-language research base and
that bring students to higher levels of linguistic proficiency and cul-
tural appreciation. The end-result should be twofold. First, changing
graduate students' understandings of literature learners radically
changes their teaching attitudes. Graduate stUdents often believe that
their literary study and its methodology is somehow distinct from the
pedagogy that they will and should use in their own teaching. The
language/literature split is partially to blame for this, of course. As
long as graduate students believe that language learning happens in
two years and that, after two years, students can discuss great litera-
ture, there can be no claim that graduate students will naturally
become successful literature teachers. Changing their beliefs changes
what they believe they can accomplish in their literature teaching.
Second, this approachone that integrates notions of human learn-
ing, second-language development, and literary studypotentially
leads to greater professorial job satisfaction. Graduate students will

14
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begin to perceive the literary methodologies they currently have as
useful pedagogy and feel more comfortable as instructors. They will
begin to have a grasp on the inextricable link between language and
literature study and no longer perceive one as a necessary evil and the

other as the real goal.
Research and theory in all fields has become increasingly more so-

phisticated and complex. This increased complexity implies a need for

new means and modes of communicating the information to graduate

students and enabling them to take ownership of it. The field is at the

point that a one-size-fits-all-for-all-teachers-and-all-courses approach
to teaching is woefully inadequate. A course on the teaching of litera-

ture must be added to and required within the standard graduate cur-
riculum in language departments. Structuring a course on the
teaching of foreign language literature according to the belief systems
and knowledge structures with which graduate students come to their

own learning process should make for a satisfying experience and for

more sophisticated and attentive future foreign literature instructors.
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